
agentbundle ①

-
elements of linear algebra
Let t be a rector

space, dim i ==
k

Any basis v = ( Vi
..,
Vx) of t yields an iso

k

RP -v,y -1 zyjy =v.y
jz

Conversely, if 4: D" ->V is a linear isomorphism,
k

there the image of the standard basis of R

is a basis of FThis yields a bijective
correspondence between the set of all bases of V

and
=>thesetofall isomorphismtakeinteres

we obtain the change-of-basis matrix B as

follows.Writing
k

wj =EbijV (x)

we set B = (bij). Then (A) is equivalent to

w =V. B
~

matrix multiplication



Let M be a manifold of dimensionk.@
Pick a pt mEM and a chart (W,Y) s.t. mEr

Denote p: = x(m)
= R. We obtain a basis of

TmM as follows:

vy = V: = ((V]..., [Uz]), where Ui(t) = 4" (p+tej
and e=(en>Ex) is the standard baris of "
see the remark on P.15 of Part 4.

If (FY) is another chart st. me F, we
obtain another basis

vy =v: = ((ris..., [Ue]), where Uj(t) =4"(p + +g)

and p =Y(m).

Pop Let 0:=4.4.: R"+*"be the coordinate

transformation map. Then the change-of-basis
matrix between r and v is DpO;

v =v.Dp0.
Proof without loss of generality we can assume

p =0 = p.
We have

30V(t) =FY"Ptit = t(te,⑧



Hence,
⑤

duY(vi) =d(x
=
0(tep) =8ei,()

where the partial derivatives are evaluated at the

origin (suppressed in the notations).

Notice, however,
jo5(t) =tei =3 duY(Yi] = ei.

Hence, by (K) we obtain

duY(vi) =EodmY(CUi])
du5i
+

=dn5(z8(8iS).
linear

Since 5: E + Y(E) < R" is a differorphism,
dui is an isomorphism. Hence,

[Vj) =28.[i]. #

Consider the set

TM =G TuM,

where the symbol W denotes the disjoint union.



This comes equipped with the
weap

⑭

T: TM ->M, π(V) = m<> VaTmM.

=ample If it is a vector
space, we have

a canonical identification Tn VEN for

each met, see Assignment 8, Problem 1.
Hence,
TV = Ev \m)xV = VxF

and x (m, v) = m is the projection onto the

firstcomponent.

Furthermore, for any chart (UY) on M

we have a basis vy (m) oTmM for each met

Therefore, we obtain the bijection
Ex1

"
-> π"(v) =W TuM

meU

(m,y) -y Y(m),y =y[VJ,
where

this withUCtL=YYYCMLTtejo Combination
bijection, we obtain a bijective map
↑
= Tp: Y(U) x R"+ π"(U)

(x,y) -xN+(Y"(x)).y =21;[V]
m =4-(x).



Here Let u = G(Uc,Y) IdeAl be a ⑤

smooth atlas on M. There exists a unique
Hansdorff topology on TM such that

v =E(+ "(a), ta") IdeA3
is a C-atlas on TM, where To = Y4g. In fact,
& is a smooth atlas so that TM is a

smooth unfid of dimension 2K. Moreover, T
is a smooth

map
with subjective differential

at each point.
↑of the proof courists of the following steps.
#1 For the coordinate transformation

Pap = t is on TM we have

9ap(x,y) = (Oxp(x),Bx0xp-y).
In particular. Map is smooth.

Denote rp(x,y) =v =x
=>:M

Y (x(r)) = X and v =Vb(Y"(x)).y.

By the proposition on 4.2 we have

vs(m) =V(n) D,Ess

Denote T,(v) = (S,t) c R"xR"



Ther ⑤
s =Y(π(r)) =Y(Y(x)) = 0cp(x)
t =DOpy since v = vp (m) . y = V.Dtap'y

#2 We construct the topology on TM.
Declare a set VCTM to be

open
it and

only if T"(V) is
open in
R for any deA.

We have

(i) O is
open

and j (TM) = Yatra)xR" is open.
(ii) EV are open -> T" (it) = T"(vi) rTa"(vil

is open - Vie
is
open

(iii) Each Up, peB, is open =>

= Tc"(YesVs) = gUEs'(Vs) is open

=>sEVs is
open.

Hence, we obtain a topology on TM s.t. T

is continuous. Moreover, each (+ "(va), Tc"
is a chart on TM.

this topology is Hansdorff. Indeed, pick
V., Ye TM, V, FV.

(a) If T (v) # F(v), choose open subs. ,Uc<M
s.t.

2.and I separate (v) and T (V). The
# "Ivi) and in (vi) separate (v) and T(Vc).



(6) If T(V) =π(v) =:m. Pick
any

chart ⑰

(v,Y) St. mEF. Then i (ExVi) and

i(ExV) separate v, and vs if VicEcR*
separate tz)*"(v) and J. (="(ve)).

sep3 We finish the proof of this theorem.

Pick a chart (Va, Ya) on M, hence also

a chart (4"(ra), T:") on TM. The coordinate

representation of it with respect to these

charts is

40π.tc(x,y) =Y(ya)(x)) =x

=>PoT oTa = π

=) T is smooth and dot is subjective. A
k

=.xample1) Fore
~> the tangent bundle can be

2k+2

h(x,y)c S"x1
"

'I(x,y) =0}c

If k = 1, this yields Ts' as a submanifold

in 1". In fact, we can realize is'as
a surface in R" as follows.Consider the

map

F:SxR + R", f(X0,M;t) = (X0,kj+xy, -tx)



The reader should check that f is a ⑧

differmorphism between the cylinder S'x1R
and TS'c R"

2)If sc R is a surface, then the tangent
bundle of s can be identified with

\(x,y)-SxR/ yeTxS}cRS

*d and their integral curves

Beth A smooth
map

5: M->TM such that

Now = ida <F) vCult TmM UmeM

is called a (smooth rector field on M.

xampleDLetSCASbeasurfaceatest
means that u(p)<Ts, i.e., we can view
v as a map

6 -> R3 s.t. W(p) <TpS

UpeS. It is an exercise to check that

~ is smooth it and only if a is smooth

as a map s->R"

2) Just like in the case of surfaces, we can
view a rector field on 5as a map
v: s" -c R

k+ 1

st.v(x)cTxS
+

(

(w(x), X) = 0. For example, if k = 1

v(x) = ( -x1,X)
is a vector field on S'.


